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Asia e University
AeU is a unique collaborative multinational university established in 2007

Among the private universities in Malaysia, AeU currently has the highest

under the auspices of 34 Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) countries.

Doctoral student population from a diverse and international community

The ACD member countries leverage on AeU’s e-education platform

of over 1,000 fellow students doing various PhD and Doctorate research

to increase higher education accessibility for all and narrow the digital

programmes.

divide.

In just 10 years, AeU has established a remarkable reputation as the

AeU’s philosophy is based on the belief that quality education should

acclaimed institution of choice which provides knowledge acquisition

be made available, accessible and affordable to all people regardless of

for human capital needs in the region through e-education.

demographics. AeU’s shared collective expertise and strategic linkages
with its numerous educational partners enable AeU to deliver similar
programmes in other countries by leveraging on technologies to enhance
teaching and learning and to facilitate academic and administrative
support for quality assurance.

As one of the major players that offer open education remotely (ODL)
in Asia AeU has spread its wings to the country members of ACD such
as China, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar,
Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Bangladesh,
Maldives and also to non-member ACD countries i.e. Denmark, New

AeU strongly believes in providing flexible and personalized learning

Zealand, Hong Kong, Namibia, Kenya, Nigeria, Somalia, Yemen, Mauritius

experience, anytime, anywhere, any size and on any device globally. AeU’s

and the United Kingdom.

unique self-paced learning study is increasingly popular among the busy
working adult learners who commonly testified that AeU’s programme
delivery help them manage their time to achieve their goals in their own
unique environments and without much disruption to their professional
and personal commitments.
Students can have access to the library digital collection from AeU’s
Knowledge Centre comprising more than 100,000 e-books, 71,000
e-journals, and 1.2 million e-theses titles with more than 600,000 in full
text, focusing mainly on subjects offered at AeU. Learning is made easier
as students can access learning materials anywhere anytime through the
use of tablets and smartphones. The huge collections at AeU’s Knowledge
Centre plays an essential role in supporting the teaching, learning and
research activities of AeU.
AeU has garnered several awards such as the Brand Laureate Awards
2010 for “Best Brand in Education - e-Education,” and the Asia

Programmes Offered
AeU offers full-time, part-time and fully online learning mode. AeU
programmes range from Diploma, Graduate Diploma, Bachelor and
Master to PhD levels. The programme curriculums are carefully designed
and updated to stay current and relevant to the multidimensional
needs of local and Asian industries, and global as a whole, All academic
programmes are internationally benchmarked, approved by the
Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education and accredited by the Malaysian
Qualifications Agency.
The University also offers more than two hundred (200) executive
education programmes through the School of Professional & Executive
Education and School of Technical Education, Engineering & Reskilling.

Pacific Entrepreneurship Awards 2010 under the “Most Promising

Flexible APEL Entry Admission Paths

Entrepreneur” category. Additionally, in 2012, the University was

Besides the normal requirement entry, Accreditation of Prior Learning

announced as the “Best ACD Project” during the ACD Meeting in

(APEL) is an alternative entry to those without the prerequisite

Kuwait.

qualifications. For example, besides the normal entry requirements of a
of

having a minimum recognised Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent to apply

Commonwealth Universities (ACU), International Council for Open and

for Master’s programmes, applicants can now gain admissions through

Distance Learning (ICDE); Asian Association of Open Universities (AAOU);
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Asia-Pacific University Community Engagement Network (APUCEN);

strengths of their work experience acquired at their workplace. For

International Consortium for Teaching and Learning Centres (ICTLC)

information on APEL, please login to: http://apel.aeu.edu.my/

and The Observatory on Borderless Higher Education (OBHE); and the

There are three intakes annually; January, May and September. However,

Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning (ASAIHL)

intakes are open throughout the year for all postgraduate research
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In 2014, a very talented singer from Southeast Asia took audiences of Chinese reality show “I Am a Singer” and the entire
China by storm with her amazing vocal performance. She is none other than Shila Amzah (Shila).
Born in a Malay family in Malaysia, Shila learnt Chinese pronunciation by hard and belted out her song clearly yet full
of sincere feeling, like an angel from heaven.
She captured the hearts of Chinese audiences with her outstanding vocal performance, while spreading the charm
and enthusiasm of Malaysia to every corner of China.
In Malaysia, many fellow Malaysians of different ethnics fall in love with the Chinese culture, and it is common
for them to work hard to learn the language just like Shila did.
From the first royal marriage between Malaysia and China, ties between the two countries are just getting
closer than ever from education to music, from the delicacy to martial arts, from antique ceramics to literary
translation, from folk entertainments to cross cultural creativities. With the cover story of this issue of <Malaysia
China Business Magazine>, we focus on “Connection of The People Through Communion of Culture” and
interviewed fellow Malaysians of different ethnic groups who shared a special connection with Chinese and their
resonation with the Chinese culture.
It is commendable that, although Muslims and Chinese have different cultural backgrounds and customs, they
share a lot of subtle interest and communion. People of the two countries are closely connected like many budding
seeds waiting to bloom into a celebration of cultural communion.

The predecessor of cultural integration between
Malaysia and China: Princess Hang Li Po

W

hen we talk about cultural communion between Malaysia and
China, we must mention the famous royal marriage hundreds
of years ago.
In the history of Malaysia, it was recorded that the sixth Sultan of
Malacca, Sultan Mansur Shah married a beautiful and legendary princess
from China, Hang Li Po. Today, many of the Babas and Nyonyas living
in Malaysia are claimed to be descendants of Hang Li Po in Malaysia.
(Baba Nyonya are descendants of immigrants from China Ming and
Qing Dynasty who settled down and married with local people in
Malacca, Indonesia, Singapore between early fifteenth century and early
seventeenth century.)
In “Sejarah Melayu,” there was a beautiful and romantic story:
“Princess Hang Li Po came to Malacca, on a luxury treasure ship with 500
servants, some were beautifully dressed with skin as white as snow. Locals in
Malacca all came out of the city to welcome her.
Even pregnant women followed the crowd and
finally saw the handsome king of Malacca having
the hand of the beautiful princess, and felt that
they were blessed in a way. The king of Malacca also
set aside a small hill and built a palace for Princess
Hang Li Po, where she stayed with her entourage.”

There were also rumors: “The Sultan was deeply in
love with Princess Hang Li Po, he even ordered for a specially
dug well of sweet water only for Princess Hang Li Po, which later
became famous Royal Well at the foot of the San Bao Hill.”
In addition, there is also another memorable historical story.
In the long history of the ancient Silk Road, Zheng He made seven
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peaceful voyages to the western seas. One of his generals, who was a
Muslim, with his tens of thousands non-Muslim troops contributed
to the establishment of harmonious ties between the Chinese culture
and the Malacca Sultanate. At the same time, the locals even enshrined
Zheng He in the altar of Taoism in Malacca as Sam Bao Gong because
of his kindness and loving nature, and this goes to show his well-respect
status among the locals.

The Sultan’s love for Chinese Porcelain
The then Malacca Sultanate can be said to be the prototype of
modern Malaysia as a powerful Sultanate in Southeast Asia.
At that time, thanks to then stable and peaceful maritime trade,
China’s national treasure porcelain was exported widely to overseas
countries via the ancient Silk Road, and then Malaya was one of the
destinations of these high quality pieces of arts.
According to historical records, from the Twelfth to Fourteenth
Centuries, in the central and western regions of Asia
Islamic rulers and royal families regarded
Chinese porcelain as the most precious
treasure collection. Some porcelain was
crafted in accordance with the Islamic aesthetic
concept with carefully decorated precious stones
and gold inlaid. In the late Fourteenth Century,
Chinese porcelain was exported to West Asia, South
Africa, Europe and Southeast Asia.
To date, in the coastal areas of Malaysia, especially in
the Strait of Malacca, sediment on seabed was oftern salvaged
and then put on display in local museum.
Today, one of the must visit attractions in Malacca--Jonker
Street’s main street - Antique Street (Jalan Hang Jebat) has become
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a tourist destination for tourists from China and around the world. More
than hundred buildings along the streets are of the ancient Chinese style
architecture and had witnessed the long years of diplomatic relations between
the two countries.
The street also lived up to its diplomatic reputation with numbers of
antique shops along the street selling ancient Chinese relics from as long
ago as the Song and a wide range of cultural relics from across the globe,
including the world’s most famous origin of Chinese porcelain--the Ming
Dynasty. These antiques that witnessed the good ties between the Malacca
Sultanate and the ancient Chinese Dynasty, are now waiting for discerning
and discovery by connoisseur and collectors of antiques.

MCCC: Cross Ethnicity “Soft Connectivity”
Geographically, Kuala Lumpur, the capital city of Malaysia, and
Beijing, the Chinese capital, are in the same longitude, i.e. the UTC/GMT
+8 time zone.

The famous romantic story of the marriage between Princess Hang
Li Po and the Sultan of Malacca is known to every family and is
often adapted into plays.

That means there is no time difference between the two places, where
people of the two cities breathe, learn and grow in the same time zone.
In terms of population, ethnic Chinese accounted for one third of
the population of Malaysia, a country where pure Chinese culture, Chinese
language and native Chinese dialect can be found. Furthermore, people to
people interaction with China has long established since ancient times.
All in all, for the communion between the two cultures, creating an
innate advantage in terms of time, geography and people for both countries.
Of course, Chinese and Chinese in Malaysia share same language
and communication is not a problem. In line with the spirit of cross
ethnic development promoted by MCCC, the next step will be to
promote the integration of culture of more ethnic groups with Chinese,
to creating a cross ethnicity “soft connectivity.”

Malays rush in to learn Chinese, Broaden
Horizons from Studying in China
If language is the cornerstone of human civilization, mastering
words and vocabulary is the springboard to leaping across barriers
between different ethnics.
Malaysia Prime Minister Yang Amat Berhormat Datuk Seri Najib not
only encourages civil servants to take on Chinese classes, he even sent his
son Ji Ping (Nor Ashman) to learn Chinese in Beijing, who can now speaks
f luent Chinese and acted as a great example of Chinese language learning
among the Malay community.
Najib has also stressed the importance and inf luence of Chinese
language for many times, “China is now a global economic power, and
Chinese will become an important international language.”
In Malaysia, more and more Malay students are enrolled in Chinese
primary school and the proportion is gradually growing. According to the
National Education Council of Malaysia, data show that in year 2016 the
registration rate went up to 18%.
The 2-year long survey shows that local Chinese primary schools
will become mainstream schools within the next 10 years, and may even
replace national schools as a multiracial school. “These figures are expected
to increase every year, according to the study, and hence Chinese primary
school is expected to become mainstream in the next ten years, as more nonChinese parents refuse to send their children to national schools.”
Good reputation of the Chinese primary school education system that
have been established for many years, and the Chinese language started to
gain international attention with the rise of China, more and more nonChinese parents send their children to Chinese primary schools. Plus, urban
migration and reduced fertility rate among the Chinese are among the
contributing factors that there are actually more non-Chinese students in
micro Chinese primary schools in countryside.
In addition to learning the language, many Malays who mastered the
language even hold class to teach others.
On the same note, China’s famous universities - Xiamen University

has set up a campus in Malaysia. While it is expected to attract
more local students to further their studies in China, the campus is
believed to help in opening up a civilized dialogue of a new century
in the East benefiting college students of all ethnics.
Since the era of the Qing Dynasty, the Chinese government
had been sending Chinese students to study abroad and to serve the
government upon their return. Therefore, the 65 countries along
the “The Belt and Road” initiative are bound to be future education
destinations of Chinese students.
Most of these countries are Islamic countries. Malaysia is not
an Islamic state although Islam is the official religion. Once the
“Belt and Road” initiative is passed, Chinese students completing
their studies in these countries would be able to promote a better
understanding on Islamic countries in China when they return
home, including local customs and practices, Halal market, Islamic
culture etc.
Fortunately, China attaches great importance to Malaysia,
as Malaysia is a country that promotes “moderation.” If Chinese
students further their studies in Malaysia, they would have the
opportunity to experience a variety of Muslim affairs that are sure
to broaden their horizons.
MCCC President Tan Yew Sing believes that education is
a platform for non-governmental exchanges. Chinese students
who had studied in Malaysia are bound to fall in love with the
country. “This is very helpful towards communication between
the two countries, especially for local Malaysians have the
opportunity to come into contact with students from China and
for Chinese students to come to understand the Muslim culture.
This is sure to further promoting communion between people of
the two countries.”

Chinese Literature Translation becomes
Cultural Assets of Malaysia
The four Chinese classical novels “Three Kingdoms”,
“Journey to the West”, “Outlaws of the Marsh” and “A dream of Red
Mansions” are some of the rare literature works in China to date.
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For those who are not familiar with cross-border translation
literature contribution in Malaysia, they might not know that the first
three classical novels have been adapted into Malay version, while the
“A dream of Red Mansions” adaptation translation work is still on
going. Other Chinese literature works that had been translated into
Malay include “White Snake”, “Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai”, “The
Canonization of the Gods (FengShenYanYi)”, “Romance of the Mirrored
Flowers “, “Strange Tales from Liaozhai” and “Jia”(The Family) by Ba
Jin.

between Malaysia and China, and to promote cooperation between
the Malay and Chinese in Malaysia.

Among them, the “White Snake” when published in the early days
became one of the top 10 best-selling books, widely welcome among
the local Malays. A local Malay broadcast station even ran a series of
seminars, analysis, appreciation session of the “White Snake,” where
readers called in to share their reviews after reading the romantic story
between the White Snake and Xu Xian.

He added, “We do not want to rush to publish the publication,
all the translation must be proof read and edited word for word by the
editorial board of Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka publishing house, in order
to meet the Malay readers habits and usage of words, etc.”

Commenting on this unique phenomenon, President of Malaysia
Han Culture Centre Datuk Goh Hin San said, Chinese literature is
broad and profound, and rich in content. “Chinese culture not only
belongs to the Chinese people, but also belongs to the world.”
Goh believes that cultural exchanges between Malaysia and China
will be getting increasing closer as business activities increased. Also,
culture and literature can be commercialized, as cultural-rich Chinese
has listed culture as an important basis for future national building and
as a shaft of the future global development.
Goh said that the China government found that revenue of
Disneyland of the United States well surpassed the U.S. auto industry,
while South Korea’s culture and film accounted for an important
position in its gross domestic product, while China is only a tiny amount
of cultural income.
“We can also cooperate with China to develop our own cultural
economy!”
He reiterated that when literary works are translated into Malay,
they became the cultural assets of Malaysia.
As one of the four Chinese literature masterpieces recognized by
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, the “Journey to the West” is an example of
a cross-time, cross-nation, cross-culture and cross-religion masterpiece,
said Goh. It is worthy of promotion to the Malay community as the
Buddhism information in the work poses no obstacle to the Malay reader
enjoying the interesting story.
Malaysia Han Culture Centre and Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka,
along other organizations are currently translating the “A Dream in Red
Mansions”, and it is expected to be published by 2018.
Goh pointed out that he hoped that when all four of the Chinese
literature masterpieces are available in Malay, scholars, especially
Malay scholars, would be encouraged to conduct a comparison
study with Malay literatures or in-depth study and published into
academic papers. He also hopes to strengthen literary exchanges

When asked about challenges and obstacles during the
translation of classical Chinese literary masterpiece, Goh shared, “A
dream of Red Mansions” is the most difficult one, because there are
rhyming sentences, poetry and song, that needed to be translated
into Malay and still rhyming in Malay, without losing the original
meaning and wisdom. This is the toughest test on skills of the team
of translators and editors.

Dr. Goh Sang Seong: Translatability and
Untranslatability of Chinese classical literary
works in Malaysia
Dr. Goh Sang Seong, senior lecturer of Translation Studies at the
Universiti Sains Malaysia, believes that translators have the obligation to
lead readers into the culture and context of the translated language, and
hence must have correct understanding and in-depth knowledge on both
languages and culture, and choose and use the most appropriate words,
otherwise it may be misleading to the reader.
For example, the “welcome drink” and “Nu’er Hong” if translated
into “Arak” (liquor), this would turn a favorable term into an unfavorable
term. Both the “welcome drink” and “Nu’er Hong” symbolize a favorable
event, but the “Arak” in Malay concept is otherwise as it is prohibited,
therefore the choice of word would lead to misunderstanding of the
Chinese culture among readers. In face of such situation, the translator
should add a footnote if necessary.
Dr. Goh further explained that, due to geographical, social and
cultural differences of the two languages, there are some differences in
the form and meaning of words. The more common the source language
and the target language are, the higher the translatability is. When there
are some situations that cannot be translated, the translator has to make
a choice between the form and the meaning according to the purpose of
translation. Generally speaking, translation is not merely the exchange
of word by word, but also the pursuit of conveying a thought or a way
of thinking.
He believes that in Malaysia, translation of Chinese literary still
needs to be done by Chinese as Malaysian Chinese generally have higher
aptitude in mastering the language pair and understanding of both
culture. On the translation acceptance issues, Dr. Goh said reader’s
response is the most direct answer, and therefore it is important do
some research before translation, to understand the target readers, their
demand, preferences. As for the basic skills of translation, Dr. Goh had
long established a strong foundation Chinese-Malay translation. He
also encourages translators to master
the source language and the target
language and to understand both
cultural backgrounds, so to contribute
to both the translation industry and
the harmony relations between the two
nations.
Dr. Goh is now a senior lecturer
of Translation Studies at the Universiti
Sains Malaysia, mainly involves in the
research of professional translation,
culture and translation, semantic
translation, Malay grammar, as well as
Chinese-Malay translation.

It took four years for the Malaysia Han Culture Centre, Institut Terjemahan & Buku Malaysia, Dewan Bahasa dan
Pustaka, Zhejiang Publishing United Group of China and Zhejiang Ancient Books Publishing House to jointly
published the Malay version of the “Journey to the West” in November 2014.
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also look forward to the celebration and took part in the festive joy.
For the Chinese people in Malaysia, the Mid Autumn Festival is the
second biggest festival after the Chinese Lunar New Year. After a long period
of development, the Mid Autumn Festival in Malaysia is now every different
from how it was celebrated back in China. In addition to moon cakes, the
most important activity is the Lantern parade.
Lantern parade often attracts the Malays and Indians. This is the best
demonstration of mutual respect for culture of different ethnic.

On the idyllic Putrajaya Lake, a traditional oriental Dragon Boat
cruises on with a mosque rich in Islamic architecture features in the
background, forming an interesting harmonize picture.

Escorted by the candlelight and people of all ethnics walked side
by side. The future is like a long winding road in the darkness of the
unknown, the only difference between you and me is our skin color,
yet our pace is the same, with the lantern in front breaking the fog, let’s
march towards a bright future.

Chinese Chess Teaching Light and Shadow Fun
One of the quintessence of Chinese treasures, Chinese chess is a strategy
board game of a long history that requires immense planning and plotting.
This board game requires high level of intelligence yet fun and athletic.
Scientists have discovered It helps to cultivate one’s personality and promotes
all-round development, including the ability to improve one’s concentration,
self-control, logical thinking, memory, calculation, so on and so forth.

Malaysia is a country surrounded by seas with a coastline of 4,800
kilometers. Criss-crossing clean and clear rivers can be found in every
coastal state, especially suitable for Dragon Boat races. Regardless of
big or small towns, once there is Dragon Boat race, young Malay,
Indian and Chinese could be seen rowing together, building friendship
through sweats and water.

Dragon Boat and Lantern Making,
Celebration of Festive Fun For All
Next, let’s move to the new office of the federal government
- Putrajaya, Putrajaya.
This smart garden city that retains the essence of Malaysia
heritage encapsulated natural green scenery, forest city, lakes and
wetlands in one. Out of them, Putrajaya Lake is put into its best
use, especially with the highly anticipated annual International
Dragon Boat Festival, which has become an arena of dragon boat
masters at home and abroad.
Dragon boat race is a highly intense and exciting game, where
boat rowers from different countries and ethnic backgrounds
sweating and rowing in perfect harmony under the red-hot sun
and bright blue sky, exploding with force to compete for the
highest honor. It is indeed a game of “strength and beauty.”
Herman Chin, founder and chairman of the Malaysia
Dragon Boat Association, said that the dragon boat race, which
was found in China in two thousand years ago, is slowly becoming
Malaysia’s largest water sport. The association was founded in
2009 by a group of dragon boat enthusiasts. They manage Dragon
Boat activities, arrange training, and promote the development of
dragon boat races in Malaysia.
It is the association that hosts the annual Malaysia
International Dragon Boat Festival and the biennial Asian
Dragon Boat championships.
The festival not only helps to promote economic
development, but also ref lects the cultural unity of the country,
while enhancing the global presence of Malaysia in business,
sports, culture.”
Another Chinese traditional festival - Mid Autumn Festival,
is a time for family reunion and spending time together.
In Malaysia, not only the Chinese celebrates the Mid
Autumn Festival, fellow Malays, Indians and other ethnic groups

In a quite town in Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia, the traditional Chinese
chess even took a new turn. A local civil society successfully introduced
Chinese to a Malay religious boarding school - SMK A Sheikh Haji Mohd Said
(SKK), and becoming one of the school’s main extracurricular activities.
The promoter behind this revolutionary development was the President
of Persatuan Xiang Qi Negeri Sembilan Dato’ Ir Tan Suan Ching. Tan pointed
out that the religious schools adopt Chinese chess as the main extracurricular
activities for its Muslim students is indeed a big breakthrough, and is believe
to be the first case of its kind in Malaysia. The association hopes that this
move will help to further promoting national unity and integration. The
association looks forward to cultivate non-Chinese players and even bring
them to compete on international arena.
“Anyone can learn Chinese chess, regardless of nationality and ethnic
background, and hence Persatuan Xiang Qi Negeri Sembilan generously
share Chinese chess with the people of the state, including non-Chinese.”
With more than three thousand years of history, Chinese chess is
widely regarded as an educational board game by Chinese worldwide.
Although Chinese chess is getting increasingly popular in Malaysia,
there are still not many opportunity of participation by other ethnic
groups. The introduction of Chinese chess into a Malay school is only
the first step of extending an olive branch to friends of other ethnic
background in Malaysia. It is hope that Muslim students from other
places could come and learn Chinese chess, to achieve f lying colors in
competition and even learn with Chinese players through the board
game.
Kelantan, renown as the cradle of Malay culture in Malaysia, faces
warm sea breeze of the east coast. Here, a piece of white cloth on the front
with light and music at the back, silhouettes of puppets made of animal skin
projected on the screen, a captivating play of light and shadow on stage puts
audiences at awe.
This is an ancient and traditional art of entertainment--Wayang
Kulit, a traditional Malay shadow play, that is still very popular among the
locals. Mobile troupe with folk instruments can still be seen making live
performances across villages and small towns.
Does this traditional performance remind you of the traditional
Chinese shadow play?
China traditional shadow play is also known as “galanty show” or
“lampplay “, similarly it is also a folk play using light and shadow of puppets
made of animal skins or cardboard. During a performance, artists sit behind
the white curtain manipulating puppets while singing and telling the story,
accompanied by percussion and string music at the background. The story
usually features a strong local f lavor.
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On November 27, 2011, the folk art was included in the List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Unesco.
In the past, when a lot of entertainment medias such as movies and television
programs were not yet developed, shadow play has been one of the most popular folk
entertainments. This form of theatre performance, where artists manipulate shadow of
puppets using a pair of hands behind the curtain and accompanies by music and singing,
has long been honored as “the ancestor of movie”.
Although the stories are different, perhaps at one point in the history of
Malaysia and China, people of the two countries were sharing the same pleasure
and fun of watching the play of light and shadow, listening to the singings and
percussions, while immersing themselves in the ups and downs of the story.

Fluttering Music Notes
Cross-Ethnic Culinary Adventure
There is a saying that music is the universal language of the world.
Music is so wonderful that it makes people feel happy and carefree, crossing national
boundaries, racial barriers, interpersonal gap and cultural differences.
Kompang and Rebana Ubi are representative traditional Malay instruments.
In ancient Malay Sultanates, loud and rhythmic drums were even used as delivery of
messages and alerts, such as warning alarm and wedding announcement, on top of merely
music instruments. Interestingly, these functions of drums were similar a description
made by Tang Dynasty poet Li Xianzhong, where evening drum and morning bell were
used in a monastery to tell time.
Food is the first necessity of the people. On top of satisfying our taste buds, food
also breaks the boundaries between different races and territories.
More prominently in Malaysia, cross-ethnic cuisine culinary convergence,
integration, innovation are abound.

Lantern making requires a pair of quick hands and a heart
full of sincere respect for traditional skills. Lanterns with
f lashing candlelight have also become part of Malays’ festive
decorations. In the picture, a skilled lantern craftsman in
the royal city Kuala Kangsar of Perak is making star-shape
lanterns unique to the people in Southeast Asia.

In Malaysia, it is common to see students of different ethnic
background enjoying a friendly game with each other at
intercollegiate Chinese chess competition.

Culture without frontiers: Malays and
Indians wrote their wishes on the sky
lantern and lit it up into the sky.
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For example, fried noodle “Char Koey Teow” from Chaozhou, China, is similar
with Cantonese dried fried noodle “Gan Char Koey Teow”. Now, “Char Koey Teow” is a
popular Chaozhou dish among people in the Peninsula and can be found in almost every
hawker center or among roadside stalls.
Furthermore, this Chinese delicacy also inspired the Malays to create a unique
version of wet fried noodle, Koay Teow Basah, that specially caters to the taste of Malays,
especially the diet requirements Muslims.
China is famous for
its varieties of delicious
delicacies and enticing
cuisines, and many have
been made Halal such as
Hainanese Chicken Rice,
dim sums, wantons with
shrimps and fish fillings
(also known as wonton
ravioli), and are widely
accepted and loved by local
Muslims, in addition to
meeting the taste of other
ethnics and capturing

The Eight Mallets Percussion from Beijing, China and HANDS Performer of Malaysia jointly showcase a
stunning percussion performance.
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their hearts.
As renowned ancient Chinese scholar Su Dong Po noted, “One cannot
live without bamboo, but can live without meat; living without meat only
makes one thinner, but life without bamboo is intolerable.” Throughout the
history of mankind, Chinese is probably one of the first nations in the world
to widely use bamboo and make the most of it.
Inherently, bamboo is full of benefits. Bamboo shoots serve as a food
ingredient, bamboo leaves can be used to wrap dumplings, bamboo is widely
used in construction as scaffolding, made into furniture, woven into mats,
basket, hat, raft and even firecrackers, just to name the least.
Coincidentally, the Malays also view bamboo as a treasure. For example,
the Lemang, a type of traditional glutinous rice cooked using bamboo, is a
popular dish among the Malay community not only in Malaysia, but also in
Indonesia, Brunei and Singapore.

The “One Malaysia” (“Satu Malaysia”) dance performance, one of the
official tourism activities of Malaysia, highlights unique characteristics
of the many ethnic groups in Malaysia, a country that is a “Truly Asia.”

Lemang is one the main dishes served during festivals namaly Hari
Raya Aidilfitri and Hari Raya Haji. After removing the bamboo shell and
banana leaves, Lemang is served in small pieces with curry, Rendang, or
coconut milk paste, among many other different sauces.
In addition to the Malays, natives such as the Ibans, Kadazans, Dayaks
and Minangkabaus, also have the tradition of serving bamboo rice during
celebration of harvest festival and other major festivals. Due to the inf luence
of the Malays, these indigenous groups also enjoy eating bamboo rice like
how the Malays did.

Famous thinker in ancient China, Han Feizi once said, “Ties
between countries relies on closeness between their peoples, and this
closeness between the peoples builds upon close communication.”

When the Beijing 2008 Olympic Torch Relay reached Malaysia, a
celebration was held featuring a symbolic dance combining the essence of
dances of the three major ethnics and others minor ethnics of Malaysia.

As famous Chinese quote says, “The one who wins the hearts of the
people have the world.” Only a leader who won the support of all can build
a sound country.
Under the five major goals advocated by “The Belt and Road”
initiative, the “people-to-people bonds” might be the one most easily
overlooked, because it does not involve too much investment and
trade activities, and hence it is out of the mind of media practitioners
and subsequeatly out of the sight of the public.
However, the “people-to-people bonds” is the most crucial part,
whether it is transnational connections between the governments
(G2G) or enterprises (B2B), we cannot ignore local conditions and
the people.
Of course, it is easier said then done, after all, cultural differences
between countries in particular always poses as an invisible wall
between two countries and it is critical for us to tackle how to break
down this invisible wall.
It is not an easy task for the enterprise and people of China to “go
out” of the country and “go into” the hearts of people in other countries.
The key to success is not limited to the capital, technology and talent
transfer.
To win the hearts of the people, one must first give his/her heart to
them.
Since their arrival, predecessors of Malaysia Chinese have gone
through a long period of conflict and reconciliation with the locals, and
successfully established solid friendship with the locals and even turn
them into enthusiasts of Chinese culture.

As one of Malaysia’s national heritage, the Twenty-four Festive Drums
originated from Johor Bahru, Johor. The Twenty-four Festive Drums
is innovated and enriched based on traditional Chinese drums and
symbolizes a cultural heritage of Chinese in Southeast Asia. It is drum
performance that combines the twenty-four festivals, calligraphy, and
Guangdong lion dance. The performers create different rhythms of
drumming for each festival, combining with different cheers, movements,
and formations to deliver a one-of-a-kind grand drum performance. In
recent years, the Twenty-four Festive Drums attracted participation of
many young Malay and Indian friends, sparking off new elements to the
performance.
A few years ago, a Twenty-four Festive Drums team composed of
students of different nationalities performed at the National Basketball
Association (NBA) basketball league, treating audiences to a live feast
of powerful and strong rhythms of drumming that opened the eyes of
these western audiences to the amazing Twenty-four Festive Drums
performance.

Apart from the shortsighted politicians who incited racial and
religious issues for their personal interests, local Malay and Indian
societies generally view Chinese culture as part of the local culture of the
country, which is indeed laudable in this current chaotic world due to the
often use excuse of “cultural differences,” and hence deserves more of our
attention and promotion, respect and support.
Now, the most imminent issue facing modern China, after reform,
opening up, and rapid economic rise, is what kind of thinking, mentality
and action should China take in order to achieve integration with Malaysia
and ASEAN countries and even the world, which in turn determines the
sustainability of “The Belt and Road” initiative.

Malays use bamboo to barbecue glutinous rice with coconut milk and
salt on the firewood, and to add fragrance and f lavor, banana leaves
would be place inside the bamboo first as a base before putting in the
ingredients.
2017/04-06
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Love of Wushu

Malay Wing Chun Master

Wing Chun is a soulful martial arts
By Chee Kok Ping, Jackie
Translated by Lee Ren Hui

C

hinese martial arts is a combination of social philosophy, ethics,
medicine, military science, aesthetics, qigong with traditional

cultural ideas and cultural thoughts, focusing on both internal and
external cultivation, gradually forming a unique national Wushu
cultural system.

Wing Chun.”
Wing Chun was not Kahar Saidun’s first encounter with Chinese
martial arts. “Initially I learnt from Master Cai Li Fo, but I quitted after
7 classes as I found that it wasn’t suitable for me.” Kahar added that was
because he had some old injuries that made him unsuitable to practice

Since ancient times, Chinese martial arts generally do not recruit
five types of disciples, namely those with evil intention, those who are
aggressive, hot tempered and slow as well as the weak.
However, the door of martial arts is always open to people of
every nationality. As a result, Chinese martial arts have long been
“going out” of China, sprouting worldwide with disciples active

Master Cai Li Fo’s teaching as it was more physically demanding.
“It’s hard nowadays for us to imagine that there were more
than 3000 genres of martial arts in Chinese history. Each faction
has its own pros and cons, and every one is different, hence, it
is very important to choose the genre that one likes
and is also suitable for oneself.”

in every corner of the world.

Becoming a guru himself

In the Wing Chun Hall in Malaysia, there
is a Malay Wing Chun master - Kahar
Saidun, who is an expert well learned
in the martial arts of Wing Chun.
“If there is no Wing Chun, there
won’t be Kahar Saidun that we all know
today!”
Kahar Saidun said he used to be shy and
lacked of confidence when he was young, he
was afraid to even go to school as he was being
bullied.
At that time, a thought occurred to him
that if he learns martial arts, he could fight
for himself. “When I was young, movies of
Master Huang Fei Hong saving the weak and
the poor were very popular, and had since left a
deep impact on me.”
“My father used to told me that Chinese
martial arts is a broad and profound study that
can train our physical fitness. Therefore, with his
encouragement, I began searching for a guru after I
graduated from school. Finally, I met my first guru,
Master Yip Fook Choy.”
It is noteworthy that Kahar Saidun’s father is
also a master of Malay martial arts Silat, and he has
always been open minded and respectful of other
genres of martial arts, regardless of geographical
and cultural boundaries.
“I’m fortunate to have the full support
of my family as well as a few friends who
are also Silat masters, for their interest and
encouragement in me continuing my pursuit of
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with his own disciples
Kahar Saidun started learning martial arts since
17 years old and has been practicing martial arts for
26 years since becoming a disciple of Master Yip Fook
Choy. Many had worship under his door as he continued
to improve.
In 2001, Kahar Saidun was promoted to assistant
trainer, and after some time, when he became more
confident and experienced, he started to hold his own class in
Kuala Lumpur. Now, he has many disciples of his own.
Kahar Saidun has 7 Malay disciples and over 20 Chinese
disciples. “In recent years, the series of “Yip Man” movies have
indeed incited the interest of many Malays to learn Chinese
martial arts, especially the younger generation. However, having
interest alone is not enough, learning the martial arts of Wing
Chun is a very difficult process. I used to learn the basic stance, “Er
Zi Qian Yang Ma” for 3 months. Now I require my disciples to have
much more of patience and perseverance of each class three thousands
to ten thousands of movements.”

Kahar Saidun: “I want to see birthplace of
Chinese martial arts--Foshan!”
Kahar Saidun knows the history of Wing Chun and its
development in Malaysia at the back of his hand, as a Master of
Wing Chun himself.
“There were two periods, that is, the end of Qing Dynasty and the
subsequent revolution era. Many martial arts masters left the chaotic
China. Some of them traveled south to Malaysia, my ancestral guru Yip
Kin (grandfather of Yip Fook Choy as well as uncle of Yip Man) was one
of them to who came to Malaysia in 1918, 7 years after the 1911 Chinese

People-to-people Bonds · Countless Fateful Connections

revolution.”

During the interview, Kahar Saidun suddenly said a classical

He continued laying out the history of Wing Chun. “Nowadays,
people are familiar with Chan Wah Soon, the guru of Yip Man, during

Wing Chun chant in Cantonese accent: “Lai liu qu song, shuai shou
zhi chong.”

his time, there were other masters namely Ching Tan Kam (Cao Chun

“Lai” means the attack made by the opponent, and “Liu” means

first generation master), Ye Hangsheng (Yin Yang Bagua master), Su

keeping the attack. “Liu” also means shedding the force of the opponent,

Jiming (anti Qing martyr), Choe Fei Hon (founder of Cao Chun). These

instead of going against the force, by using the hip, to keep the force

four were gurus of Yip Kin. Whether it was Chan Wah Soon or the four

rather than fighting against it.

gurus of Yip Kin, all of them could be traced back to the Qing Dynasty’s
Red Boat Opera Troupe incident. (Opponents of the Qing Dynasty
used the Red Boat Opera Troupe as a cover to disguise themselves, but
when the Qing government found out about this, it burnt down all the
founding associations--Qionghua Guild Hall and banned all Cantonese
opera performance in Foshan, all red boats were burnt too. After 1840,
Nanquan (martial art from South China, including Wing Chun) that
became popular in Foshan also originated from the Red Boat Opera
Troupe.)
Kahar Saidun was full of excitement as he recounted the history
of his gurus. “One day, I must take a trip to Foshan--the birthplace
of Wing Chun and Chinese martial arts!”

“Qu” means the opponent losing or withdrawing his force; “Song”
means sending back the opponent force back, sending the opponent
away as he withdraws or as he is losing his position.
“Shuai shou zhi chong” means when the opponent is off guard, or
when there is an opportunity, make a direct attack. “Shuai” does not
only mean the opponent withdrawing his hands, but also when his hands
are losing strength, then one can make a direct attack.”
Kahar Saidun applied this theory to our everyday life. “I used to
be timid and coward, but now I’ve regained confidence. As long as there
is an opportunity, I will conform to the situation, seize the opportunity
and not letting it slipped away.”

Malaya and Martial Arts
As a pious Muslim, Kahar Saidun shared that, Muhammad the
prophet of Islam taught Muslims to learn from China as early as 1400,
and had since then opening a dialogue between Arabia and China.
“I think, modern Muslim or other ethnic groups should learn from
China and should be more open in cross-cultural communication,
instead of focusing on trade and business opportunities.
On this note, Kahar Saidun shared a real life story in the Malay
martial arts circle that proves the spirit of “mutual understanding and
mutual complementing” between Malay martial arts and the Eastern
world. At present, the main tributary of the Malay traditional martial
arts silat--Liam, is in fact originated from Chinese martial arts!” “In the
18th century, a Arabian businessman from Yunnan, China called Syed
Abdul Rahman Yunani was a master of martial arts. During a business
trip to Singapore, his martial arts performance attracted the attention of
the then Johor Sultan.” “The Johor Sultan sent two martial arts police

Kahar Saidun (second from right) and his guru Master Yip Fook Choy
(middle) in a group photo with his fellows.

chiefs from Muar and Kota Tinggi, respectively. Unfortunately, both
of them were defeated by Yunani,” he added. “After that, Johor Sultan
offered Yunani the opportunity to teach martial arts to the army of
Johor or face death sentence. Well, Yunani’s decision was
as expected and hence Liam, a tributary of Silat, started
to spread across Southeast Asia.”

Writer (on the right) has the opportunity to learn the basic Wing Chun
stance “Er Zi Qian Yang Ma” from Master Kahar Saidun. Who would
have ever thought that traditional Chinese martial arts have elevated
into an icebreaker between different ethnics and cultures on a foreign
land? The result of the cross-cultural interactions in Malaysia is indeed
one of the most precious cultural heritages in the world.

The philosophy of Wing Chun,
impact of a lifetime

Kahar Saidun, “Every time
I perform Wing Chun, I feel
at ease and peaceful as if I’m
receiving the best treatment, my
heart is at peace and my body and
soul become one.”
2017/04-06
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The Beauty of East Malaysia:

Sabah, a state that prides itself
on being a peaceful and
harmonious state

By Oh Ei Sun

S

abah, located in the East of Malaysia, is renown for its beautiful

served to guests during large celebrations in May of each year, especially

sceneries, countless destinations and abundance natural resources.

during the harvest festival; some of the wine in these pots were served

The state also prides itself as a peaceful and harmonious multi-ethnic

using bamboo ladle, while some were shared among guests using straws.

multi-cultural state. Similar to China, Sabah is a state made up of many

Sometimes when I saw Chinese guests happily enjoying themselves at

different ethnic groups, including the Chinese, and some of them resided

these festivals, I could not help but wonder do they know that these wine

on this blessed land much earlier than others, but in general, all of them

pots actually came from their hometown!

live in perfect harmony.

Of course, this also signifies the early bonding between China and

Today in the museum of Sabah, we can find antique ceramic

Sabah over one thousand years ago. For example, the peak of Southeast

unearthed in the state or adjacent waters identified by archaeologists

Asia, Mount Kinabalu in Sabah, is called “The Mountain of God” by the

to be made in the Song Dynasty. This shows the ties between Sabah

locals or the “Chinese Widow’s Mountain” (i.e., “Kina” means Chinese,

and China have started a long time ago since the Song Dynasty. Some

“balu” means widow). Why is China associated with the name of a

of my professional friends from China personally told me that the

place in Sabah? Legend has it that during the Song Dynasty, a group of

collection at the museum of Sabah could be said to be as many as those

Chinese soldiers left for Sabah after being defeated in a war, and some of

found in museums in China, if not more, after seeing the collection of

them got married with local Aboriginal women. Later, these soldiers to

ceramic and other relics from Song Dynasty unearthed in Sabah, which

return to China as the situation in China might have improved. Wives

accounted for a quarter of display at the museum. This highlights the

of these Chinese soldiers would then climb up the mountain and wait for

close interaction between the two, mainly thanks to the many ancient

the return of their husbands day after day, but to no avail, and eventually

Chinese ships that moored off the coast of Sabah, although there is no

they became widows on the mountain, hence the name of the “Chinese

evidence strong enough to prove that Zheng He visited Sabah in his

Widow’s Mountain.” This romantic and sad legend also set a precedent

voyage to the western seas.

to mixed marriages between locals of Sabah and the Chinese.

Moreover, it is also believed that ancient Chinese merchants had

Most modern Chinese who moved to Sabah are the descendants

travelled upstream some rivers of Sabah to the inland and traded with

of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom, while some others came from

local residents. To this day, at least one of Sabah’s main ethnic groups

Fujian, Guangdong, and North China during the late Qing dynasty.

along the river is believed to be descendants of these Chinese merchants

I’m one of the so-called third generation of overseas Chinese,

who chose to settle down in Sabah. Sabah natives are also known for

whereby my grandfather came from Fujian and settled down in

having special preference for large ancient pots made by Chinese,

Sabah, my father and I were born in Sabah, while her mother was

and these pots of at least hundreds of years of history could be found

born in Singapore and grew up in Indonesia. Like many mixed

passing on through generations at almost every family. These pots are

marriage families in Sabah, I also married a Chinese mixed local

of practical uses, some pots are used for storing pickled food, some size

aboriginal wife, and together we are the promoters of the spirit of

is “just right” for more “grand” purpose, i.e. to store bones of noblemen

interethnic harmony in Sabah!

for burial into soil wall. Some antique pots are filled with rice wine to be
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Love of Lion Dance

A young Malay girl challenges Lion Dance
Performance on 5 feet high stage

I

t is a common scene of inter-cultural communion to see friends of other
ethnics enjoying or participating in lion dance performances. However,
have you ever seen a 10-year old Malay girl braving a 5-feet high stage during
a lion dance performance?
Siti Aishah from SJK (C) Poi Eng, Meihu, Penang, joined the local lion
dance team since age 5 along with his elder brother, under the encouragement
and support of their Chinese culture-loving parents. Now, Siti Aishah is
the lead of a lion dance performance in charge of the lion dance head, and
had won the countless applauses from audiences with many her outstanding
performances.
Last year, Siti Aishah was invited to perform at the 141th Anniversary
Celebration of the Lau Kwan Cheong Chew Koo Seng Wui association and
the opening of their new centre in Sacred Heart High School, Balik Pulau,
Penang. Audiences were captivated by her lively maneuver of the lion head
and energetic lion dance performance with her teammates.
During the performance, Siti Aishah braved tables of 5 feet high and
completed the 15-minute performance professionally and perfectly, winning
round of applauses from audiences at the celebration.
In an interview after the performance, Siti Aishah answered questions

posed by reported in fluent Chinese.
She revealed that not only her 12year old brother and she are into
lion dance, now two of her younger brothers, 9 and 6 years old respectively,
are also influenced by them and have started learning lion dance.
Siti Aisah’s father is a carpenter and her mother is a Satay hawker, both
of them are open-minded and especially appreciate Chinese culture. Therefore,
not only they send their four children to Chinese school, they even encouraged
and supported them to learn Chinese martial arts and lion dance.
“Although it is hard and tiring to learn steps and movements of lion
dance performance, we love lion dance performance very much and we will
never give up.”
Siti Aishah and her brothers are very disciplined, independent and well
behaved, and this confirms with the rule that children who learn martial arts
people also learn the spirit and qualities behind it and will never yield in spite
of reverses.
Zhang Xiangjian, former school principal of SJK (C) Poi Eng, shared
that children of this family are among the most well behaved students he has
ever seen, mainly attributable to their caring and understanding parents.

Love of Chinese Ink Painting

A Muslim girl who likes Splash-Ink Painting

S

cholar and “ink” painters love the express their feelings and thoughts
through ink splashing, such impression is no longer confined to the
Chinese
Nur Hikmah Mohamed Tahir is an art graduate in Singapore who
majors in Chinese splash-ink painting, a technique of Chinese ink painting
that is uncommon even among Chinese ink painters. The decision, made by
Nur Hikmah after receiving an encouragement, had opened up a door for her
into a whole new world.
However, Nur Hikmah did go through a period of disappointment in
the beginning. “When my friends have started to immerse in free painting,
I’m still stuck at the stage of practicing.”
She also had a hard time when learning to write Chinese character. “I
would always stay back to practice Chinese calligraphy.”
“I had carried out a lot of research at the library in order to learn the
Chinese ancient history and the development of Chinese ink painting since
ancient times.”
The unique brushes and strokes of Chinese ink painting particularly

fascinated her. “Initially, I
thought I can use whatever
brush I feel like and hold it
as I like, but actually, there
are a lot of knowledge and
techniques behind the use of
brushes.”
Nur Hikmah is thankful that her parents have been supportive of her
decision and being her strongest pillar. She joked that many people equate her
to Shila, the Malay singer who had made it big in China. “She (Shila) is one
of biggest inspirations now, also as a Malay, she is regarded as successful in
garnering recognition and setting a reputation in the Chinese community.
She hopes that her decision and achievement could encourage more
people to participate in ventures beyond their own cultural and ethnic circle.
“Of course, we may acquire new knowledge through the stories shared by
other cultures, but if we can experience it, we will learn and gain a new
perspective.”

Love of Chinese Orchestra

A Cross Cultural Symphony by Malay
players of Chinese Music Instruments

M

alay students dressed in traditional Chinese Tang Dynasty costumes
and playing traditional Chinese orchestra music as well as Western
music using Chinese musical instruments, such as Erhu and Chinese drum.
Such scene may only be found in Southeast Asia.
The Marsiling Chinese Orchestra, founded in 2004, is a place for likeminded young people to play and practice Chinese musical instruments and
Chinese orchestra performance.
One of its Malay members, Shafiq shared that he began learning to
play Erhu in 2002 didn’t feel anything special about being a non-Chinese
in a Chinese orchestra group: “Orchestral symphony is originated from the
Europe, but people of all ethnic groups around the world participate in it.
Similarly, there’s nothing special about a Malay playing a Chinese musical
instrument.”
Through his study and performance of Chinese orchestra music over
the past few years, Shafiq learnt that Chinese folk songs originated from all

the places across China, and the style of songs varies according to different
places. He also learned a lot of Chinese culture through Chinese orchestra
performances.
“I didn’t know that there are so many Chinese festivals in year, and after
joining the Chinese Orchestra and often performed at festivals, now I have
a better understanding of these festivals, namely the Mid Autumn Festival,
hungry ghost festival, etc.,” he added.
On the other hand, Sawal, who has been playing the Western musical
instrument, joins the Chinese orchestra in order to gain a wider musical
exposure.
“Even though I play both western drums and Chinese drums, the way
I hold the drumsticks and how I control the rhythm are very different. I
hope to achieve higher musical attainment through playing Chinese musical
instruments.”

2017/04-06
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M alaysia-China Relations

Exclusive Interview with Puan Zaklean Ansari binti Zambri

“Strengthening China-Malaysia
Friendship Ties through CAAAM”
T

he bilateral ties between Malaysia and China is a fundamental aspect in
building a bridge of friendship while generating fruitful cooperation to
make sure both countries thrive and move forward. The friendship between
these two countries has been forged since the time of Tun Razak and remains
strong to this day. Thanks to one woman, this partnership has further
strengthened ever since she took on the role as Chairman of the China-Aid
Alumni Association of Malaysia (CAAAM).
Puan Zaklean Ansari binti Zambri was trusted with this great responsibility
from when the association was formed and has done a wonderful job of
maintaining “the people to people” interactions between China and Malaysia.
Indeed, the Ambassador of China in Malaysia Dr Huang Huikang, described
CAAAM as ‘’the friendship envoy between China and Malaysia”.
Puan Zaklean travels regularly to China, she has been travelling to China for
the past three years, visited more than 10 provinces and 30 cities in China,
all in her effort to further deepen the ties between our two countries for the
benefit of its people. To understand more about friendly bilateral relationship
between Malaysia-China and Pn. Zaklean’s role in CAAAM, we sat down
with her as she elaborated further about the outlook of China-Malaysia tie
plus the role, the objectives and benefits of CAAAM. The following is the
full interview:

What is CAAAM and why was it formed?

the Alumni and the Embassy. And so as of June last year (2016), CAAAM was
registered and a committee was formed.

What are the roles or objectives of CAAAM?
Zaklean: There are three CAAAM objectives. Number one is to establish longterm communication and friendly ties between the China-Aid Alumni and China.
Number two is providing a platform for the Alumni to share their experiences in
China and by doing this it also expands the network within the Alumni. And
lastly, to give insights and suggestions on China-Malaysia cooperation, as well
as on the seminars, workshops and training programs that are sponsored by the
Chinese government.

How do members of the Alumni benefit from being a part
of this association and what are the roles they play in
China-Malaysia relationship?
Zaklean: Within the association, members learn from each other. They get to
share their experiences and what they learned with other Alumni within the same
field. What they learn from each other can then be implemented in their working
life, interactions and help them have a better understanding of what they do. By
being a part of this association, the Alumni remain relevant as envoys to China
since the need to sustain a lasting relationship with China is always important.

Zaklean: China-Aid Alumni Association of China Malaysia or CAAAM, is
an association which was initiated by the Embassy of the People’s Republic of
China in Malaysia. It was dedicated to connect participants who had previously
participated in seminars, workshops and training programs that were sponsored by
the Chinese government. These participants then automatically become members
of CAAAM and representatives of Malaysia and China.

We believe that with your vast experiences traveling China
and close relationships with both Malaysia born Chinese
and China citizenship, you would have a lot of stories
and unique experiences to share with us. Firstly, what is
the impression or understanding that you have shaped
throughout these years China traveling experiences?

Over the past 5 years or so, more than 400 Malaysian participants were chosen to
participate in the specially curated programs in China, and among them have been
government officials; business men; engineers; and scholars on economy, diplomacy,
agriculture, medical health and environmental protection. To strengthen the ties
between China and Malaysia, the Embassy of PR of China in Malaysia felt the
need to form an alumni association to serve as a networking platform between

Zaklean: The first time I went to China was way back in 2006 much before the
2008 Beijing Olympics. It didn’t look all that prosperous. The road networks were
not up to international standards, the buildings were old and unkempt and the
people seemed poor with bicycles as the prevalent mode of transport. I even went to
the Great Wall of China which was impressive but the surroundings were not.
In 2014 I was invited to Seminar on Commercial Enterprises Management for
Developing Countries 2014, sponsored by Ministry of Commerce, MOFCOM
(People’s Republic of China) and I was completely transfixed at the phenomenal
progress made. It looked nothing like the China I had seen in 2006. Everything
seemed spanking new and the buildings and roads looked well maintained. There
roads were now full of cars and other motor vehicles.
I also distinctly remember 2 field trips we went to – Shanghai and Ningxia, two
completely different and fascinating cities.
I attended seminars & courses where developing Countries from ASEAN,
Caribbean Islands, Latin America, Africa, Middle East as also India, Nepal,
etc. attended. So, in a sense we were connected to the whole world! I saw China
connecting to the whole world! Such a global vision China had!
I also saw people working round the clock to get infrastructure, stadiums, sporting
venues and allied structures ready in time enough for the 2008 Olympics which
when I watched on TV were nothing short of spectacular.

Seminar on Commercial Enterprises Management for Developing countries in
2014 sponsored by the Ministry of Commerce and organised by the Academy
for International Business Officials (AIBO) MOFCOM, People’s Republic of
China from November 14th to December 4th, 2014 in Beijing
Zaklean (fourth from right) with President AIBO Xin Ju together with
delegations Devoloping countries from all over the world .
“In AIBO, Beijing, we connected to all the world.” Zaklean said.
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I realized the Chinese work ethic is very strong. To build the nation, they worked
12 hour days, 6 day weeks and it paid off. China today is poised to be the number 1
economy of the world by 2030. We Malaysians have much to learn from China.
From then on I have been travelling to Beijing, Dongying, Henhshui, Herbei,
Raoyong, Shandong, Amping & Shenyang for the 2015 Seminar of chambers of
Commerce and Industry of ASEAN Country also sponsored by MOFCOM among
other activities, with each visit leaving me wide-eyed in wonderment.

I visited China so often since then that by now I may have visited more than 30
cities. I am pleasantly surprised and fascinated to find out that each province is
very different and distinct from each other with customs peculiar to their own. I
found out that China has around 30 provinces and one province is as big or bigger
than a Malaysia with 13 states!

Zaklean: Being neighbors, it is a very natural phenomenon. Chinese is a very
ancient culture which has given the world acupuncture, acupressure. Modern
medicines can at best treat symptoms and heal them after you fall sick, but the
Chinese methods are pre-emptive in nature, go to the root of the sickness and heal
them. Such practices also keep one healthy in mind, body and spirit.

And none of these could have happened overnight. Researching Chinese history
led me to understand subtle nuances of the evolution of Mainland China which
comprises of these varied cultures joined together into one mighty force

Our countries have had good cultural and trading relations from as far back
as during the times of Tang and Song dynasties when the first silk routes were
established. Modern times too, we had helped each other during the times of
foreign invasions and natural disasters.

I suddenly understood the immense vision, hard work, talent and focus which
lead to China achieving Global success. Now China is in a position wherein no
nation can afford to ignore Chinese innovations and manufacturing abilities. We
in Malaysia realize the paramount importance good bilateral relations can do not
just to business but to cultural aspects of our life too.

Zaklean, you are the chairperson of CAAM, you have
been active in fostering good business relationships
between business people from both China and Malaysia.
From your observations, how do you see the mindset and
behavior of Malaysian Muslim comprehending Chinese
culture nowadays? Do you see growing interests of
learning Chinese language and others cultural heritage
(eg. Music instrument) among Muslim?
Zaklean: Well as you may be aware, I am from Sabah wherein the two
communities are really close. I had neighbors, schoolmates who were Chinese
and so consequently my best friends are Chinese. I love the culture, the people,
customs, etc. Growing up we would participate in each other’s family functions
and festivals. In Sabah especially, we are a very close community.
But I see a wide acceptance of the Chinese culture all over Malaysia now. During
the Chinese New Year celebrations, I have seen even Malay and Indian business
inviting the Chinese community to do the Lion Dance in their premises for good
luck. For the kids off course it is a thrilling event. You will notice beautiful Chinese
paper lanterns decorating most homes irrespective of the race, for the sheer beauty
and convenience of them. Most architects make liberal use of them to enhance the
décor and give it a sense of beauty, sophistication and elegance.
Most Malays do speak a little Chinese in any case because of our interactions with
the Chinese community. As trade increases, I find a great many Malays really
making an effort to learn Mandarin. If we learn Mandarin, we have realized
that we are speaking a language spoken and understood by 1.4 Billion people of the
earth. So, it really a no-brainer to learn Chinese especially to facilitate business.

What are your favorite Chinese culture elements (eg.
Traditional orchestra, martial art, Chinese Chess, antique,
literature, fashion, food, movie or etc.)? May you share
your interesting experiences while experiencing related
culture elements?
Zaklean: Chinese movies have always been big draws especially the martial art
movies of Jackie Chan and Bruce Lee. They are classic indeed especially “Enter the
Dragon”, “Fist of Fury”, “The Way of the Dragon”, etc. Chow Yun Fatt though
has been my perennial favorite. While “Crouching Tiger ,Hidden Dragon” “The
Replacement Killers” or “Anna & the King” are what most people remember him
by, I like “ A better Tomorrow” and it’s second part the most.
We also have a vibrant Chinese film industry in Malaysia and they are watched
across cultures. ‘The Journey” was the highest grossing local film in the history of
Malaysian Cinema and it is a Chinese language movie. The fact that it grossed
more than 18 Million means that it appealed to the other races as well.
Other than movies, people here are big fans of Martial Art as can be seen in the
proliferation of such centers across major cities in Malaysia.
You see Chinese antiques and lanterns everywhere. They are an essential part of an
interior designer’s kit. The laughing Buddha, huge painted vases and other items
like the dragon to ward off evil, etc. are in abundance here.

For Malaysian Muslim, we have seen growing interests of
establishing friendly relations with China and Chinese
culture. How do you describe this phenomenon? And how
do you foresee it eventually benefiting both Malaysian all
races and China mainland?

Because of such interactions, we have had each other’s trust since a long time,
which is most important for business and cultural interactions. I see an exponential
growth not just in export/import business but tourism as well.

China President Xi JinPing proposed “People well
connected”（民心相通）throughout his “One Belt One
Road” initiative. In the future, as a Muslim entrepreneur,
how do you expect the practices and implementations on
the connection between Malaysian and China, especially
on the cultural perspective? And how would it eventually
facilitate trade and investments between Malaysia and
China?
Zaklean: China President Xi JinPing’s proposed “People well connected”
throughout his “One Belt One Road” initiative is a great initiative indeed. Not
many people are aware that China has a Muslim population of more than 40
Million which is more than the population of Malaysia. So there is a crying
need for Halal Products in China. When it comes to production, China is THE
FACTORY of the WORLD. Malaysia doesn’t have enough labor to compete, but
it is a leader in Halal Certification and it’s Halal Logo and standards are highly
trusted and respected across the world.
Also Malaysia is rich in natural resources and ingredients. Also because of its
strategic location, Malaysia is the gateway to the rest of South East Asian
countries.
So I see a perfect synergy here.
From a personal standpoint and Halal being my expertise and strong point too,
I think we provide the Halal Certification, knowledge and Halal compliance
standards as also natural resources & ingredients and the manufacturing happens
in China.
Let me try and explain how we can turn this vision into actionable steps to benefit
both Malaysian and Chinese businesses.
My intention is to set up a Halal Certification Centre in China itself to facilitate
faster execution, compliance and standards. This is most important as Malaysian
JAKIM standards are accepted worldwide and consequently China can export
Halal goods to the world as it does other things.
Thailand has branded itself as the ‘Halal Kitchen of the World’, but Malaysian
Halal Standards and Chinese mega manufacturing abilities can go much further
into cornering a substantial percentage of the global Halal market.
There are many ways we can start and achieve that. We could enlist the help of
JAKIM, HDC (Halal Industry Development Corporation), MITI, MATRADE,
TABUNG HAJI and such bodies.
But I know a way to short cut the laborious process of coordinating and getting
the consents of the above mentioned bodies. One of my group companies has been
in the Halal Business for a number of years now and they have done the requisite
ground work and have the required approvals and established synergies between
the different government bodies. We are already in the process of establishing Halal
Hubs in various countries. So all we need to do is apply the same model which we
have diligently developed. We are willing to share the road map and blue prints
to fast track the process.
The interview concluded with these final words from Pn. Zaklean “I will
always return to China for its rich history, food, culture, the hospitality
of its people and the opportunity to gain more knowledge. There’s always
something new to learn in China, no matter how many times you’ve been
there”.
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MCCC English and Malay Media Night

MCCC: China’s investment not just about dollars and cents
An English and Malay Media Night was held to strengthen the ties between the Malaysia-China Chamber of Commerce
(MCCC) and the media.
China’s investment is not just about “dollars and cents” as it would also be a catalyst for the nation’s human capital
development and business expansion.

M

CCC president Tan Yew Sing said when delivering his speech at the
Media Night that there is no need to single out Chinese investors
when it has been the nation’s policy to woo investors to the country.
“Chinese investment is part of the internationalisation of trade and
an important element in most developing countries which want to advance
further.
“There should not be any question as to why there are such investments
here,” he said yesterday.
He said it was timely that Malaysia sought foreign direct investment
(FDI) from China in light of the weakened ringgit and gloomy global
economic outlook.
“The FDI numbers are dropping due to the current economic climate
and the US inward -looking policy will also see investment from the West
falling.
“This gap needs to be filled by other sources and China is proven to
be the best source,” he added.
Tan noted that the nation also stands to gain on human capital
development and technology transfer through joint venture projects with
Chinese investors.
“The number of PhD and post-PhD graduates in China has surpassed
that in the US.

“They have a creative and innovative workforce with very strong
research and development,” he said, adding that investment would eventually
translate to development of local talent.
As for Islamic financing and halal certification, Tan said Malaysia
could leverage its strengths in these areas.
“Besides halal certification, we will be able to provide Islamic financing
expertise, which is very much needed by China,” he said.
He said Malaysia could also capitalise on the Chinese-led Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partner¬ship (RCEP), which includes Asean,
Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand and India, particularly
following the US decision to quit the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal.
China’s Belt and Road initiative too, he added, would benefit Malaysia
through consensus participation.
Tan’s comments came after PartiPribumiBersatu Malaysia
chairmanTunDr Mahathir Mohamad and president Tan Sri Muhyiddin
Yassin had been critical of mainland Chinese investment, saying it was
threatening local businesses and alleging that Chinese nationals would be
given Malaysian citizenship.
However, their criticism has been brushed aside by various quarters,
including the Johor Sultan, as being politically motivated.

MCCC will hold a Belt and Road Conference on 20th April

By Wong Jia Wei

Theme: Achieving Economic Prosperity through Gigantic Interconnectivity.
Objective: To raise awareness on the Belt and Road initiative for the English Speaking community.
The conference will be officiated by YB Datuk Chua Tee Yong, Deputy Minister of International Trade and Industry (MITI). MCCC has
successfully invited Datuk M. Supperamaniam, Distinguished Fellow of Institute for Strategic and International Studies, Malaysia;
Dr Zhang Miao, Research Fellow of Institute of Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research & Innovation) Office from the University of
Malaya; and Dr. Lijin Yan, Chairman of Law and Globalization Research Center from the Renmin University of China as host
speakers.
Details are as follows:
Date : 20th April 2017 (Thursday)
Time : 9am-5pm
Venue : Level 2, Nusantara Ballroom,
		 Sheraton Imperial KL (lunch will be provided)
Ticket : RM200 (member), RM400 (non-member)
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